
How to write a paper



How to write a paper
technical report



Why start with a presentation?

• Because it helps us focus 
on the main points!

What’s the 
problem?

Why should
I care?

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
Overall structure of a report and a presentation is similar.Same need to introduce and motivate the problem.More space for details—the product, not the sales pitch!Must answer every objection—needs to be ”complete”.



An Example: ”Good Examples”
V = spawn()     -> '<0.27813.1>',
register(a, V)  -> true,
whereis(a)      -> '<0.27813.1>'

V = spawn()     -> '<0.27164.1>',
register(b, V)  -> true,
register(a, V)  -> {'EXIT', badarg}

V1 = spawn()    -> '<0.28614.1>',
V2 = spawn()    -> '<0.28615.1>',
register(c, V1) -> true,
register(c, V2) -> {'EXIT', badarg}

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
An Example







What should go into the paper?

the paper method: 
interactions

heuristics

result
changed

precondition
violated

”undo” 
sequence

experiment

description analysis

related work

examples

registry bank

statistics

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
Plan the contents—just notes. Important to jot down and capture your ideas! Mind map?



Structure

• Abstract
• Introduction
• Background
• Main idea
• Details
• Evaluation
• Related work
• Discussion/Conclusion
• References
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Abstract
• A brief summary: what’s in 

the paper?
• Write this last!



Structure

• Abstract
• Introduction
• Background
• Main idea
• Details
• Evaluation
• Related work
• Discussion/Conclusion
• References

Introduction
• What is the problem?
• Why is it important?
• Give an example!



Structure

• Abstract
• Introduction
• Background
• Main idea
• Details
• Evaluation
• Related work
• Discussion/Conclusion
• References

Background
• Things you really have to 

explain before the key
idea

• Keep this short, or you
lose people! The reader
must already be 
interested.

• (Preferably introduce
background where it is 
used)



Structure

• Abstract
• Introduction
• Background
• Main idea
• Details
• Evaluation
• Related work
• Discussion/Conclusion
• References

Main idea
• The key idea in its

simplest form
• Give examples!
• Make sure reader

understands the gist



Structure

• Abstract
• Introduction
• Background
• Main idea
• Details
• Evaluation
• Related work
• Discussion/Conclusion
• References

Details
• Technical details, handling 

tricky cases, etc
• Proofs if necessary
• Enable the reader to 

reconstruct the work



Structure

• Abstract
• Introduction
• Background
• Main idea
• Details
• Evaluation
• Related work
• Discussion/Conclusion
• References

Evaluation
• How should we believe

this is a good idea?
• How have you shown that

it works?
• Experimental results, 

applications, etc



Structure

• Abstract
• Introduction
• Background
• Main idea
• Details
• Evaluation
• Related work
• Discussion/Conclusion
• References

Related work
• How have the same (or 

similar) problems been
addressed before?

• How does this solution 
compare?

• Placed towards the end to 
permit detailed comparisons



Structure

• Abstract
• Introduction
• Background
• Main idea
• Details
• Evaluation
• Related work
• Discussion/Conclusion
• References

Discussion/Conclusion
• What have we shown?
• What are the natural next

steps (”future work”)?



Structure

• Abstract
• Introduction
• Background
• Main idea
• Details
• Evaluation
• Related work
• Discussion/Conclusion
• References

References
• Papers you refer to



Simon Peyton-Jones’ advice



Derek Dreyer’s advice



•Exordium (Hello)
•Narratio (Background)
•Probatio (My idea)
•Refutatio (Related work?)
•Peroratio (Conclusion)



”Good Examples” paper

• Abstract
• A Running Example
• The Question
• State Machine Models
• The Idea: Finding Interactions
• Precondition Interactions
• Extensions
• Evaluation
• Comparison to Related Work
• Conclusion

We started with an example!

We pose the problem

Necessary background (1/2 page)

The main idea in 
its simplest form

Details



Writing Process

• Plan the 
sections

Introduction
Background
Main idea
…

• Plan each
paragraph

Introduce topic
First example
Explain Erlang pids
and registry
Explain notation

• Plan each
section—notes
and keywords

Introduction
Give and explain
simple registry
examples
Examples convey
understanding

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
Put your notes in the file! Get things written down!



Then write…
What’s
Erlang?

We
explained a 

’pid’

We
introduced

spawn

We
explained

names



We explain
the notation

We
explain

”V=”

We explain
what this

example shows



…
 

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
The punch line!End of section! Bear with us this far, and you know what the paper is about. Also you’ve seen examples we can refer back to.



Examples, examples, examples

Don’t write in abstract 
generalities!

What do you
mean?

Why should I 
believe you?



Where should I start 
writing?

What does the reader know?

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
Start at the beginning, and keep going until you reach the end.The introduction is the hardest part to write!



Iteration

• Introduction

• Background

• Main idea

• Details

• …

Revision

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
You discover in a later section you should have said X earlier.So that what comes before is fresh in your mind when you write…Applies to each section, too.Every time you read your text, you will find a way to improve it!



?

?

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
Out-of-order writing leads to dangling references to things you assumed would be explained earlier, or text that leads up to one thing and delivers another.Possible to fix in revision, but easier to avoid!



Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
Local changes and changes to order will break context—READ AND REVISE



As we will be 
explaining in 
section 4, …

As we already
explained in 
section 2, …

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
Get the introduction/background written first, to set the style



As we will be 
explaining in 
section 4, …

As we already
explained in 
section 2, …

After the first draft, everyone owns the entire text.

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
After the first draft, everyone owns the whole text



NEVER 
RE-USE 
TEXT!!!

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
It won’t fit, and it’ll be obvious.Someone else’s text—a short quotation is ok, otherwise it’s plagiarism.Your own text—needs to be reworked to fit the context.



• What’s wrong with a sentence or paragraph
• How to fix it!

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
Let’s move on from structure to sentences and paragraphs.Read this book!



Clarity

“Decisions in regard to the administration of 
medication despite the inability of irrational patients 
voluntarily appearing in Trauma Centers to provide 
legal consent rest with a physician alone.”

“When a patient voluntarily appears at a Trauma 
Center but behaves so irrationally that he cannot 
legally consent to treatment, only a physician can 
decide whether to administer medication.”

Who did what?



Clarity

• Who are the main characters?
• Make them the subjects of sentences

• What are the main actions?
• Make them the verbs in sentences



Cohesion: does it flow?

“Security proofs of cryptographic protocols are crucial 
for the security of everyday electronic 
communication. However, these proofs tend to be 
complex and difficult to get right. The game-playing 
technique, originally proposed by Jones et al., follows 
a code-based approach where the security properties 
are formulated in terms of probabilistic programs, 
called games. This is a general design principle for 
cryptographic proofs to ease their management.”

From Derek Dreyer’s PLMW talk



Cohesion: does it flow?

“Security proofs of cryptographic protocols are crucial 
for the security of everyday electronic 
communication. However, these proofs tend to be 
complex and difficult to get right. The game-playing 
technique, originally proposed by Jones et al., follows 
a code-based approach where the security properties 
are formulated in terms of probabilistic programs, 
called games. This is a general design principle for 
cryptographic proofs to ease their management.”

From Derek Dreyer’s PLMW talk

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
What does this have to do with proofs?



Flow

• Begin sentences with old information
• Create link to what came before

• Place new information at the end of a sentence
• Create link to what follows
• Puts new info in a position of emphasis



“Security proofs of cryptographic protocols are 
crucial for the security of everyday electronic 
communication. However, these proofs tend to be 
complex and difficult to get right. To make it easier 
to manage such proofs, Jones et al. have proposed a 
new design principle, called the game-playing 
technique. This technique follows a code-based 
approach where the security properties are 
formulated in terms of probabilistic programs, called 
games.”



Cohesion: topics
”Particular ideas toward the beginning of each clause define 
what a passage is centrally "about" for a reader, so a sense of 
coherence crucially depends on topics. Cumulatively, the 
thematic signposts that are provided by these ideas should 
focus reader’s attention toward a well-defined and limited set 
of connected ideas. Moving through a paragraph from a 
cumulatively coherent point of view is made possible by a 
sequence of topics that seem to constitute this coherent 
sequence of topicalized ideas. A seeming absence of context 
for each sentence is one consequence of making random , 
shifts in topics. Feelings of dislocation, disorientation, and lack 
of focus will occur when that happens.”

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
The TOPIC of a sentence is the psychological subject, found in the first five or six words.
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Cohesion: topics
”Particular ideas toward the beginning of each clause define 
what a passage is centrally "about" for a reader, so a sense of 
coherence crucially depends on topics. Cumulatively, the 
thematic signposts that are provided by these ideas should 
focus reader’s attention toward a well-defined and limited set 
of connected ideas. Moving through a paragraph from a 
cumulatively coherent point of view is made possible by a 
sequence of topics that seem to constitute this coherent 
sequence of topicalized ideas. A seeming absence of context 
for each sentence is one consequence of making random , 
shifts in topics. Feelings of dislocation, disorientation, and lack 
of focus will occur when that happens.”

Confusing topic
string!

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
The TOPIC of a sentence is the psychological subject, found in the first five or six words.



Cohesion: topics
“Topics are crucial for a reader because they focus the reader's 
attention on a particular idea toward the beginning of a clause and 
thereby notify a reader what a clause is ‘about.’ Topics thereby 
crucially determine whether the reader will feel a passage is 
coherent. Cumulatively, through a series of sentences, these 
topicalized ideas provide thematic signposts that focus the reader’s 
attention on a well-defined set of connected ideas. If a sequence of 
topics seems coherent, that consistent sequence will move the 
reader through a paragraph from a cumulatively coherent point of 
view. But if through that paragraph topics shift randomly, then the 
reader has to begin each sentence out of context, from no coherent
point of view. When that happens, the reader will feel dislocated,
disoriented, out of focus.”



Emphasis

“No one can explain why that first primeval superatom exploded 
and thereby created the universe in a few words.”



Emphasis

“No one can explain why that first primeval superatom exploded 
and thereby created the universe in a few words.”

“No one can explain in a few words why that first primeval 
superatom exploded and thereby created the universe.”

Moving the important information to the end of a sentence is 
another way to manage the flow of ideas.

Another way you can manage the flow of ideas is to move the 
most important information to the end of the sentence.



…
 

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
The punch line!End of section! Bear with us this far, and you know what the paper is about. Also you’ve seen examples we can refer back to.



Coherence
“Lions and tigers are some of the most dramatic and awe-
inspiring species of cats. Most of these large cats, however, 
are currently facing extinction. A smaller cat that has been 
more evolutionarily successful is the house cat. Although 
house cats are currently the most popular pet in the world, 
they are in many ways anti-social. It would therefore be 
interesting to study whether house cats can be trained to be 
more sociable.”

From Derek Dreyer’s PLMW talk

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
This has flow and cohesion (all about cats), but what is the point?



Coherence

• It should be clear how each sentence relates to the 
big picture.

• A paragraph should have one main point, expressed
in a point sentence at (or near) the beginning.



Coherence: point sentence at the 
beginning

“There appears to be a negative correlation between 
the charisma of a species and its ability to survive. 
Lions and tigers, for instance, are among the most 
majestic creatures in the animal kingdom, yet they 
are currently facing extinction. In contrast, the house 
cat is evolutionarily quite successful, even though it 
is mostly known for stupid pet tricks.”



Concision
“The point I want to make here is that we can see that 
American policy in regard to foreign countries as the State 
Department in Washington and the White House have put it 
together and made it public to the world has given material 
and moral support to too many foreign factions in other 
countries that have controlled power and have then had to 
give up the power to other factions that have defeated them.”

“Our foreign policy has backed too many losers.”



Concision

“In my personal opinion, we must listen to and think 
over in a punctilious manner each and every 
suggestion that is offered to us.”

consider
carefully

We must consider each suggestion carefully.



Any revision that shortens a 
sentence is likely to be a good one.

You will write long, unwieldy sentences. We all do!
Reading and re-reading reveals them.



Use names consistently

”John is giving a lecture. The Professor is using the 
projector to show his slides. Hughes thinks
nomenclature is important.”

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
WHY? You see this—people want to vary words, but end up confusing the reader.Good idea to give software a name!



References
…
This insight has been described more 
appropriately by Hughes, Thompson, 
and surely others [19,33]. 
…
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This insight has been described more 
appropriately by Hughes, Thompson, 
and surely others 
\cite{hughes,thompson}. 
…

LaTeX

@incollection{hughes, 
author = {Hughes, John}, 
chapter = {Why Functional

Programming Matters},
title = {Research Topics in Functional

Programming}, 
editor = {Turner, David A.}, 
year = {1990}} 

BibTeX



Using LaTeX

paper.tex

paper.bib paper.bbl
BibTeX



Where do BibTeX entries come 
from?



LaTeX installations

• MikTex for Windows

• Sharelatex.com

• …



Go forth and write…
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